Telecommunications networks are exposed to a plethora of aCcents and languages. Fundamental to current and future systems are low rate speech coders. This paper examines the problems associated with speech coding of different languages and accents. Our investigations show that most low-rate (Skbls and below) speech coders show bias towards non-accented English.
INTRODUCTION
Prcvious work in the fields of language and accent classification [ll has focused upon making probabilistic decisions as to the origins of the speaker.
In this work, however, the origins are of secondary importance to the effects of accent and language on the performance of speech coders. A corpus of accented Enghsh speech was used to investigate the linguistic sensitivities of low bit rate speech coders. Listening tests confirm the sensitivity of various coders (e.g. Federal Standard 1016, Multi-Prototype Wavefarm coders) to accented speech.
Speech coders are designed to minimize the bandwidth required for speech communication, the latest algorithms [21[31 allowing speech transmission at 2.4kbls.
However, as the compression ratios increase it is apparent that the exploited redundancies are not universal across all accents (and languages). This paper considers the reasons for, and solutions to, such problems. Initial investigations have concentrated on the quantisation of Pitch and formant structure in low rate coders. Pitch detection and tracking algorithms have been identified to be linguistically sensitive showing low tolerance to irregular pitch velocities.
Most coders quantise the fonnant structure using Linear Prediction, with the coefficients quanti& as Line Spectral pair Frequencies (LSFs). Observations of the behavior of JSF distributions of accented speech have revealed distinct differences between accents from broad lin,gistic-acoustic groups. The latter has significant impact on the nature of trained LSF codebooks.
Quantisers trained on limited linguistic-group databases show significant performance gaps when applied to speakers from linguistic-acoustic groups outside of the training set. JSF techniques can thus be used to classify speakers into linguisticacoustic groups; these are sufficient for speech coding purposes.
It has been found that LSFs are an efficient means to make such a classification. The information gained can be used either to improve the training algorithms for LSF quantisers or, altematively, utilized in robust coders which adapt to the linguistic-acoustic grouping of the speaker.
PROBLEMS WITH ACCENTED SPEECH AND LANGUAGES
The Enghsh language has had a dominating influence in the advance of telecommunications. With many of the major developments coming from primarily English speaking areas there is the risk that these advances may not be linguistically robust.
Accented English is of particular interest to telecommunications as Enghsh is widely accepted as the language of business and research. This means that a very high proportion of English spoken in the world, and thus telecommunication traffic, is of an accented nature. Particularly in Australia, where this research is being carried out, high migrant populations cause accented speech to represent an important percentage of telecommunication voice traffic.
Problems may occur when accented speech contains sounds, inherent to the speaker's mother language, that do not exist in Enash. As speech coding is achieved through the modelling these sounds it is possible that speech quality of non-English languages and their associated accents may suffer in terms of quality and intelligibility.
LOW RATE SPEECH CODING
The object of speech coding is to represent speech in a form that uses as few resources as possible for transmission andlor storage. Speech can be described in terms of its prosody (long term changes in pitch) and its formant suucture (short term changes in pitch). In speech coding, prosody is modelled using long t e 6 prediction techniques. Formant structure models generally use linear prediction techniques.
The Linguistic Sensitivities of Low Rate
Prosody Modelling. LSF Quantisation. LSF quantisation is a process whereby a finite set of LSF vectors are compared to the input LSF vector and the closest codebook vector to the input vector is used to represent that input. The codebook is generated through a process where quantised LSFs are extracted from a sequence of training speech. The nature of the training speech thus governs the nature of the LSF quantisation [SI. 
SpeechCorpus. In this initial investigation speakers
representing the following language groups were examined; 1. Indo-European 2. sirlo-rlbetain 3. Dravidian A number of males and females from each language group werc used. These speakers had varying levels of experience with the English language. The data consisted of a set of ten phonetically dense English phrases recorded as telephone quality speech. This in line with the conditions expected by speech coders. This corpus is not statistically adequate for drawing any solid conclusions but it is sufficient to illustrate the nature and repercussions of low rate coder linguistic sensitivities.
Pitch Contours
The pitch contour in Figure 2 (a) shows an example of accented speech of a Dravidian group speaker. The pitch quantiser, being attuned to the relatively flat contours of Enghsh, has simplified to a certain degree any fast undulations at the beginning or end of voiced sections (Figure 2(b) ). Where doubling and mpling has OcCuITed the pitch tracking algorithm has failed to regain normal levels. These effects were confirmed using time domain analysis and listening tests [SI. codebooks based upon such groups may prove to be fruitful.
CONCLUSIONS
The observations presented in this paper are only the results of an initial investigation. While in no way conclusive they do illustrate the following points; 
